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Response of a two-level atom to a narrow-bandwidth squeezed-vacuum excitation
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Using the coupled-system approach we calculate the optical spectra of the fluorescence and transmitted
fields of a two-level atom driven by a squeezed vacuum of bandwidths smaller than the natural atomic
linewidth. We find that in this regime of squeezing bandwidths the spectra exhibit unique features, such as a
hole burning and a three-peak structure, which do not appear for a broadband excitation. We show that the
features are unique to the quantum nature of the driving squeezed vacuum field and do not appear when the
atom is driven by a classically squeezed field. We find that a quantum squeezed-vacuum field produces
squeezing in the emitted fluorescence field which appears only in the squeezing spectrum while there is no
squeezing in the total field. We also discuss a nonresonant excitation and find that depending on the squeezing
bandwidth there is a peak or a hole in the spectrum at a frequency corresponding to a three-wave-mixing
process. The hole appears only for a broadband excitation and results from the strong correlations between
squeezed-vacuum photons.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Lc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous-emission spectrum of a two-level a
damped into an ordinary vacuum is a Lorentzian function
frequency with the width given by the atomic linewidth. Ga
diner @1# found that the spectrum can be fundamentally
tered by placing the atom into a squeezed vacuum. In
case the decay rate of one of the two quadrature compon
of the atomic polarization can be slower than the norm
decay rate, leading to a subnatural linewidth of t
spontaneous-emission spectrum. The linewidth narrowin
one of the nonclassical effects which reveal the quan
nature of the squeezed-vacuum field. With the addition o
coherent driving field the spectrum is a triplet@2# with the
linewidths depending on the relative phase between the
herent and the squeezed-vacuum fields@3#. In particular, the
central peak of the triplet can either be much narrower
much broader than the atomic linewidth. Apart from the d
pendence on the phase, the squeezed vacuum can lead
qualitative changes in the spectrum such as a suppressio
the spectral lines@4,5#, hole burning, and dispersive profile
@6–8#.

A standard procedure to calculate the squeezing effec
to derive an appropriate master equation describing ato
evolution, which together with the quantum regression th
rem is then used to calculate the spectrum. The derivatio
the master equation is based on the assumption of the B
and Markov approximations, the later requires a broadb
spectrum of the reservoir modes. However, present sou
of squeezed light, which are subthreshold optical parame
oscillators @9–11#, generate finite rather than broadba
squeezed fields of bandwidths typically of the order of
atomic linewidth. This experimental fact has led to the inv
tigation of new theoretical methods, different than the Bo
Markov master equation method, of calculating the probl
of a two-level atom in a squeezed vacuum.

The effect of a finite squeezing bandwidth on the ato
1050-2947/2000/61~3!/033811~8!/$15.00 61 0338
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squeezed light interaction was investigated both numeric
@12–14# and analytically@15–22#. The numerical approach
was based on stochastic methods whereas the analytica
proach involved a Markovian master equation in a dress
atom basis of a driven system. The approaches were app
to analyze the narrowing of the fluorescence and absorp
lines and confirmed the effect of the squeezed-vacuum fi
on the spectral linewidth, with the overall conclusion tha
finite squeezing bandwidth degrades the narrowing of
spectral lines. Later, Gardiner@23# and Carmichael@24# have
proposed thecoupled-systemapproach in which the parame
ric oscillator producing the squeezed field is included to
system and the master equation describing the parallel
lution of the atom and the cavity field is obtained. This a
proach has been applied by Gardiner and Parkins@25# and
Smythet al. @26# to study the effect of squeezing bandwid
on the inhibition of atomic phase decays, spectral linewi
narrowing, and the anomalous features of the resonance
rescence spectrum. The results show that the squeez
induced effects disappear for squeezing bandwidths com
rable to the atomic linewidth.

In this paper we show that a squeezed vacuum of ba
widths smaller than the natural linewidth can produce cert
effects that are unique to narrow-bandwidth excitations a
the quantum nature of squeezed light. Using the Gardin
Parkins@25# master equation, we examine the fluorescen
and transmitted spectra and find that the squeezed vacuu
bandwidths smaller than the atomic linewidth can produc
structure with three peaks, similar to the Mollow triplet,
can burn a hole at the line center. We explain the feature
arising from squeezing produced by the atom which, on
other hand, results from quantum nature of the drivi
squeezed-vacuum field. The hole burning of squeezing or
has been reported previously in absorptive optical bistab
@27#, the field transmitted through a cavity@28#, and reso-
nance fluorescence@29#. However, in the systems considere
the squeezing was produced by driving the atom with a w
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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A. MESSIKH, R. TANAŚ, AND Z. FICEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
coherent field. In the case considered here, the squeezi
produced without the presence of the coherent driving fie
In stark contrast to the squeezing resulting from coher
excitation, we find that the squeezing produced by a quan
squeezed vacuum appears only in the squeezing spec
and there is no squeezing in the total fluorescence field.

II. COUPLED-SYSTEMS APPROACH

An experimentally realistic model of the atom–squeez
light interaction must take into account the finite bandwid
of a squeezed-light source. The simplest and most con
nient means of calculating the effects of finite squeez
bandwidth is provided by the coupled-system approach@25#.
In this approach one considers a quantum system consi
of two subsystems. A fieldbin(1,t) drives the first system
and gives rise to an outputbout(1,t) which, after a propaga
tion delayt, becomes the input fieldbin(2,t) to the second
system. In the coupled-system approach it is assumed
the output from the first system drives the second sys
without there being any coupling back from the second s
tem to the first, which experimentally can be achieved
appropriate isolation techniques. Such a one-way couplin
described in terms of an appropriately chosen Hamilton
@23#.

In our case the first system is a degenerate param
oscillator ~DPO!, the output of which drives a two-leve
atom. The Hamiltonian of this system is given by@25#

H5Hsys1HB1Hint , ~1!

where

Hsys5\vsa
†a1

i\

2
~ea†2e2 i2vst2e* a2 ei2vst!1

1

2
\vAsz ,

~2!

HB5\E
2`

`

dvuvub†~v!b~v!, ~3!

Hint5 i \ E
2`

`

dv k1~v!@b†~v! a2a† b~v!#

1 i \ E
2`

`

dv k2~v!@ s2b†~v!e2 ivt2s1b~v!eivt#.

~4!

The system Hamiltonian~2! describes the cavity mode a
frequencyvs which is pumped nonlinearly by a classic
field with the amplitudee and frequency 2vs . This consists
of the degenerate parametric oscillator~the first system of the
two-coupled systems!, and the two-level atom with the tran
sition frequencyvA ~the second system!. In Eqs.~3! and~4!,
the operatorsb(v) andb†(v) are the boson annihilation an
creation operators for the bath,k1(v) describes the coupling
of the cavity mode to the bath, andk2(v) describes the
coupling of the atom to the bath.
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Using standard procedures@25,30# one can derive from
the Hamiltonian~1! the master equation, which in the fram
rotating withvs has the following form:

ṙ5
1

2
@ idsz1~ea†22e* a2!,r#1

k

2
$2 ar a†2r a† a

2a† ar%1
g

2
@11~12h!N~vs!#$2 s2r s12r s1 s2

2s1 s2r%1
g

2
~12h!N~vs!$2 s1r s22r s2 s1

2s2 s1r%2Ahkg$@s1 ,a r#1@r a†,s2#%, ~5!

where d5vs2vA is the detuning of the squeezing carri
frequency from the atomic resonance,k52pk1(vs)

2 is the
DPO cavity bandwidth andg52pk2(vs)

2 is the natural
atomic linewidth. The parameterh (0,h<1) describes the
matching of the incident squeezed vacuum to the modes
rounding the atom. For perfect matchingh51, whereash
,1 for an imperfect matching, which is always the case
experimental situations@9–11#. We assume here an impe
fect matching (h,1) and that the remaining nonsqueez
modes are in a thermal state with the mean photon num
N(vs). However, in order to observe the effects of t
squeezed vacuum on the atom the parameterh should be as
close to unity as possible. This requirement could be diffic
to achieve in experiments, although some schemes involv
optical cavities have been proposed@19,31# and experimen-
tally tested@32#. On the other hand, if the fluorescent fie
radiated by the atom to the nonsqueezed modes is to
observed,h cannot be exactly unity because the radiati
rate to the nonsqueezed modes, which is (12h)g, would be
zero and no fluorescence would be observed. In the coup
systems approach one has a choice of detecting either tr
mitted light, or the fluorescent light radiated by the atom
the modes of the ordinary vacuum. The transmitted light i
superposition of the squeezed-vacuum field coming from
DPO and the field radiated by the atom to the modes oc
pied by the squeezed vacuum.

The master equation~5!, compared to the standar
Gardiner-Parkins form, contains extra terms (12h)N(vs)
which represent an external thermal noise to the atom
other words, we assume that the atom ‘‘sees’’ a fraction
2h) of modes that are in a thermal state. We have added
thermal field to the master equations to model a classic
squeezed field driving the atom. The classically squee
field can be modeled by real Gaussian fields@33,34# or by
the output from an empty two-sided cavity in which one
the two mirrors is driven by a broadband white-noise fie
@35#. We propose a different scheme which allows us to u
the same master equation to model the interaction of
atom with a quantum or a classically squeezed field. FoN
50 the atom is driven by the output of the DPO, which is
quantum squeezed-vacuum field with positive fluctuations
one of the quadrature components and negative fluctuat
in the other component. WhenNÞ0 the atom is simulta-
neously driven by a thermal field and the output from t
1-2
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RESPONSE OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM TO A NARROW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
DPO. By a suitable choice of the value ofN, the effective
field driving the atom can have positive fluctuations in one
the field quadrature components and no fluctuations in
other, which corresponds to a classically squeezed field.

In Sec. III we solve the master equation~5! numerically to
find the evolution of the atomic and cavity fields, and use
solution as a starting point to calculate the steady-state s
tra for both the transmitted and resonance fluorescence fi
We focus on the cases of the squeezing bandwidths sm
than the natural atomic linewidth. In this regime of sque
ing bandwidths the broadband squeezing assumption is
valid, and analytical results based on the standard Bo
Markov master equation are not applicable.

III. OPTICAL SPECTRA FOR TRANSMITTED
AND FLUORESCENT FIELDS

Effective numerical solutions of the master equation~5!
are possible when the mean number of photons^a†a& in the
cavity is small (̂ a†a&,1) @25,36#. In this case it is sufficient
to take about ten lowest photon states as a basis of the
ton Hilbert space and the two atomic states that form
atomic Hilbert space. Steady-state solutions of the ma
equation~5! together with the quantum regression theor
allow us to find optical spectra for the transmitted and flu
rescent fields as well as atomic quadrature noise spectr
the cases when squeezing bandwidth is smaller or com
rable to the natural atomic linewidth.

The transmitted field can be described by the~collapse!
operator@24,37#

C5Ak a1Ahg s2 , ~6!

which is a superposition of the incident squeezed-vacu
field and the field radiated by the atom into the squeez
field modes. The rate of the atomic radiation that goes to
squeezed modes is equal tohg, and the fraction (12h)g of
the radiation that goes to the remaining~ordinary vacuum!
modes constitutes the resonance fluorescence. The ph
flux of the transmitted light is given by

^C†C&ss5k^a†a&ss1hg^s1s2&ss

1Ahkg^a†s21s1a&ss, ~7!

and the flux of fluorescent photons that goes to the ordin
vacuum modes is (12h)g^s1s2&ss, where ^ . . . &ss de-
notes the steady-state mean value. The total flux is thus

^C†C&ss1~12h!g^s1s2&ss5k^a†a&ss1g^s1s2&ss

1Ahkg^a†s21s1a&ss.

~8!

Since the photon flux incident on the atom isk^a†a&ss, the
last two terms in Eq.~8! must cancel each other to conser
the energy. This means that the steady-state correlations
tween the cavity field and atomic operators play an import
role in the process.
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The steady-state spectrum of the transmitted field can
defined as the Fourier transform of the correlation functio

T~v!52 ReH E
0

`

^C1~0! ,C~t!&sse
i (v2vs)tdtJ , ~9!

where Re denotes the real part of the integral, and we use
notation^a,b&[^ab&2^a&^b& for the covariance.

The incoherent part of the stationary fluorescence sp
trum of a two-level atom is given by the Fourier transform
the two-time atomic correlation function as

F~v!5~12h!g 2 ReH E
0

`

^s1~0! ,s2~t!&sse
i (v2vs)tdtJ ,

~10!

where we take into account that only a fraction (12h)g of
the radiation goes to the nonsqueezed modes.

We can relate the incoherent part of the fluoresce
spectrum to the quadrature noise spectrum~squeezing spec
trum! as @28,29#

F~v1vs!5SX~v!1SY~v!1SA~v!, ~11!

where

SX~v!5~12h!g ReE
0

`

cos~vt!@^s1~0!,s2~t!&ss

1^s1~0!,s1~t!&ss# dt , ~12!

SY~v!5~12h!g ReE
0

`

cos~vt!@^s1~0!,s2~t!&ss

2^s1~0!,s1~t!&ss# dt, ~13!

are, respectively, in-phase and out-of-phase quadrature c
ponents of the noise spectrum, and

SA~v!522~12h!gE
0

`

sin~vt!Im ^s1~0!,s2~t!&ssdt

~14!

is the asymmetric contribution to the spectrum. If the atom
two-time correlation function is real,SA(v)50, and then the
fluorescence spectrum is symmetric. The squeezing spe
for the transmitted field can be defined in a similar way
replacings2 ands1 operators byC andC† operators and
omitting the factor (12h)g.

Integrating the squeezing spectrum components over
frequencies gives the variances of the total fluorescence

FX5~12h!g @^s1s2&ss2u^s1&ssu22^s1&ss
2 #, ~15!

FY5~12h!g @^s1s2&ss2u^s1&ssu21^s1&ss
2 #. ~16!

Squeezing in the total fluorescence field is defined by
requirement that eitherFX or FY is negative, which can hap
pen only if the stationary atomic dipole moment^s1&ss is
different from zero. For a two-level atom driven by the ou
put of a DPO the atomic dipole moment^s1&ss50 indepen-
1-3
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A. MESSIKH, R. TANAŚ, AND Z. FICEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
dent of the parameters used, indicating that the total fi
variancesFX andFY are always positive. It follows that th
total fluorescence field does not exhibit squeezing. Never
less, we will show that even in this case there is a stro
squeezing possible in the squeezing spectrum.

In Sec. IV, we will plot the transmitted and fluorescen
spectra for narrow squeezing bandwidths and explain t
unusual features using the squeezing spectra. For a b
comparison of the linewidths and shapes, we will normal
the spectra to the unit area.

IV. RESULTS

Gardiner and Parkins@25# have found that the squeezing
induced line narrowing in the fluorescence spectrum app
only for the cavity linewidthsk sufficiently large with re-
spect to the atomic natural linewidthg. They have shown
that the narrowing decreases with decreasingk and disap-
pears fork'g. Here, we calculate optical spectra of th
fluorescence and transmitted fields for the case when the
ity damping ratek is smaller thang. In Fig. 1 we show the
spectra ford50, k50.3 ~k is measured in units ofg!, the
pump fielde5k/6, N50, andh50.9. We see that in this
regime of the cavity linewidths the resonance fluoresce
spectrum exhibits a three-peak structure and there is a ho
the center of the transmitted light spectrum. For referen
we plot the Lorentzian with the atomic linewidth~broader!
and the the spectrum of the DPO output field~narrower!.
One can see that the fluorescence spectrum has two co
nents: a broad background with the natural linewidth at
wings and a narrow peak with the width narrower than
DPO bandwidth at the center. In Fig. 2 we present both
resonance fluorescence and transmitted field spectra fe

FIG. 1. Optical spectra of the fluorescent~solid line! and trans-
mitted ~dashed line! fields for g51, k50.3, e5k/6, and h
50.9. For reference we have added with dotted lines the Lorent
with the atomic linewidthg51 ~broader! and the spectrum of the
DPO ~narrower!. All the parameters are scaled to the atomic lin
width g, and the optical spectra are normalized to give unit a
under the curve.
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5k/10, h50.9, and differentk. For sufficiently largek ~k
54g!, the spectrum is composed of a single Lorentzian pe
whose shape changes ask decreases. Whenk approachesg
a hole starts to appear at the center of the spectral line
then a three-peak structure emerges ask decreases belowg.

According to Eq.~11!, the appearance of the unusual fe
tures in the fluorescence spectrum can be explained by
lyzing the squeezing spectra of the fluorescence field. In
3 we plot the squeezing spectra for the fluorescent field
fined by Eqs.~12! and ~13!. The SY(v) quadrature is nega
tive for frequencies near the carrier frequencyvs i.e., it
shows a quantum squeezing@38,39#. The SX(v) quadrature
is positive, and adding the two quadrature components g
the fluorescence spectrum shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, the ne
tive values ofSY(v) are responsible for the unusual shape
the resonance fluorescence spectrum. Thus the three-
structure and hole burning result from quantum squeezin
the fluorescence field. In Fig. 3 we also show the squeez

n

-
a

FIG. 2. Normalized~a! resonance fluorescence and~b! transmit-
ted field spectra for various values of the cavity dampingk: k
50.2 ~solid line!, k50.5 ~dashed line!, and k51 ~dashed-dotted
line! for e5k/10 andh50.9.
1-4
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RESPONSE OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM TO A NARROW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
spectra of the DPO output field, which drives the atom. W
see that the quantum squeezing in the fluorescence field
sults from a quantum squeezing in the DPO output field
we replace the driving field by an analog of a classi
squeezed-vacuum field the emitted fluorescence field d
not exhibit quantum squeezing and consequently the unu
features in the fluorescence spectrum disappear. Thi
shown in Fig. 4, where we plot the fluorescence spectr
@Fig. 4~a!# for quantum and classically squeezed drivi
fields and the squeezing spectra@Fig. 4~b!# of the fluores-
cence field for the classically squeezed driving field. It
evident from Fig. 4 that for the classically squeezed driv
field the spectra of the fluorescence field are manifestly
ferent from that of the quantum driving field.

In Fig. 5 we plot the squeezing spectra for the transmit
field and compare them with squeezing spectra of the D
output field. The spectra of the transmitted field show a
in one quadrature and a peak in the other quadrature a
central frequencyvs . This feature of the transmitted ligh
noise spectra is caused by the atomic resonance fluoresc
to the nonsqueezed modes. For a smallk (k50.5), shown
in Fig. 5~a!, the noise spectra of the transmitted field a
essentially broadened with respect to their counterparts in
DPO field. The appearance of the hole in one quadratur
also evident. Even for sufficiently large value ofk510, as
seen in Fig. 5~b!, there is still an important difference at th
center with a very pronounced peak with the width of t
atomic linewidth and the dip in the other quadrature.

The features discussed here depend crucially on the v
of h, which should be as close to unity as possible to h
the coupling between the two subsystems as high as poss
On the other hand, there is only a fraction (12h)g of the
radiation that goes to the modes different from the squee
vacuum modes, and this rate must be nonzero to obs
resonance fluorescence to the nonsqueezed modes. In
calculations presented in Figs. 1–6 we have assumeh

FIG. 3. Squeezing spectraSX(v) ~dashed line! andSY(v) ~solid
line! of the fluorescent field, and the DPO output field~dashed-
dotted lines! for the same parameters as in Fig. 1. The squeez
spectra are plotted according to their definitions without additio
normalization.
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50.9. The features, however, degrade quickly ash decreases
and disappear forh'0.6. This is shown in Fig. 6, where w
plot the fluorescent and transmitted field spectra for differ
values ofh.

So far we have discussed the resonant cased50. Now we
will discuss a nonresonant case. Analytical calculations
the fluorescence spectrum of a two-level atom in an o
resonance broadband squeezed vacuum show that there
hole at the frequencyv52vs2vA5vA12d corresponding
to a three-wave-mixing process@40#. In the case of a narrow
bandwidth anddÞ0 we can calculate the spectrum from th
master equation~5! using the same method as for the res
nant case. The results are shown in Fig. 7. For smallk the
spectrum shows a narrow central peak and a small pea
frequency vA12d. There is no peak at the atomic fre

g
l

FIG. 4. ~a! Fluorescence spectra for a quantum squeez
vacuum driving field~solid line! and a classically squeezed drivin
field ~dashed line! with N53.375. The other parameters are t
same as in Fig. 1.~b! Squeezing spectraSY(v) ~solid line! and
SX(v) ~dashed line! of the fluorescence field for a classical
squeezed driving field. Dashed-dotted lines show squeezing sp
of the classically squeezed driving field. The parameters are
same as in~a!.
1-5
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A. MESSIKH, R. TANAŚ, AND Z. FICEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
quency. The narrow peak arises from the elastic scatterin
the incident squeezed field, and the small peak is due to
three-wave-mixing process induced by the two-photon c
relations characteristic of the squeezed-vacuum field. Ak
increases the central peak decreases and the peak a
atomic frequency grows and becomes dominant for largek.
Also, the three-wave-mixing peak at frequencyvA12d de-
creases with increasingk and for very largek ~broad
squeezed vacuum! the peak is replaced by a hole. Clear
the squeezing bandwidth, given byk, is entirely responsible
for the properties of the three-wave-mixing process.

The properties of the three-wave-mixing process can
explained as follows. For small squeezing bandwidths
correlation time between two photons of frequenciesvs2d
and vs1d is very long. Therefore, the absorption of tw
correlated photons from the squeezed field is interrupted
spontaneous emission of a photon of frequencyvA12d, as
it is shown in Fig. 8~a!. The spontaneous emission gives t
three-wave-mixing peak in the fluorescence spectrum.
large squeezing bandwidths, the correlation time between
photons is very short leading to a simultaneous absorptio

FIG. 5. Squeezing spectraSX(v) ~dashed line! andSY(v) ~solid
line! for the transmitted field compared to their counterparts of
DPO output field~dotted lines!; ~a! k50.5 and~b! k510.
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two photons from the squeezed field. Absorbing these
photons the atom makes a transition to a virtual state, a
shown in Fig. 8~b!. Next, the atom makes a stimulated tra
sition to the stateu2& emitting a photon of frequencyvA
12d into the squeezed vacuum thereby partly canceling
fluorescence and burns a hole atvA12d.

We emphasize here that the origin of the hole burning
dÞ0 is different from that of the resonant excitation. Th
latter is due to squeezing in the fluorescence field, wher
the former results from the strong two-photon correlatio
characteristic of the squeezed vacuum. Moreover, the h
burning for d50 appears only for very small squeezin
bandwidths in contrast to the hole burning fordÞ0, which
appears only in a broadband squeezed field.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the fluorescence and transmitted l
spectra for a two-level atom driven by a narrow-bandwid

e
FIG. 6. Normalized~a! fluorescent and~b! transmitted light

spectra for various values ofh: h50.9 ~solid line!, h50.8
~dashed line!, and h50.6 ~dashed-dotted line!. Other parameters
are:e5k/10, andk50.5.
1-6
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RESPONSE OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM TO A NARROW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 033811
squeezed-vacuum field produced by a degenerate param
oscillator. Using the coupled-system approach we have a
lyzed the spectra for the case of squeezing bandwid
smaller than the atomic natural linewidth. Our results sh
that even for small squeezing bandwidths the spectra ex
features that are unique for the quantum nature of sque
light. We have found that the squeezed field of bandwid
smaller than the atomic linewidth burns a hole in the cen
of the spectrum or even can lead to a three-peak struc
similar to the Mollow triplet. The features are strongly d
pendent on the squeezing bandwidth and do not extend
the regime of broadband excitation. Moreover, we ha
shown that the features are not present when the DPO ou
field is replaced by a classically squeezed field. The featu
arise from the quantum nature of the DPO output field a
also reflect a quantum nature of the emitted fluoresce

FIG. 7. Resonance fluorescence spectra for a non-resonan
citation with d55, andk51 ~solid line!, k55 ~dashed line!, k
510 ~dashed-dotted line!, and broadband squeezing~dotted line!.
Other parameters are:e5k/10, andh50.9. Vertical dotted lines
mark the position of atomic resonancev5vA ~main figure! and the
three-photon resonancev52vs2vA ~inset!.
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field. We have shown that the fluorescence field exhib
squeezing only in the squeezing spectrum with no squee
in the total field. We have also calculated the spectra for
off-resonance excitation. In this case the fluorescence s
trum exhibits a hole at the three-wave-mixing frequen
which appears only for a broadband excitation. For a narro
bandwidth excitation the hole is replaced by a peak. T
three-wave-mixing structure originates from two-photon c
relations characteristic of the squeezed-vacuum field.
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ex- FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of a three-wave mixing process fo
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The atom makes the transitionu1&→u2& absorbing two photons
from the squeezed vacuum field and emitting a photon of freque
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